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WEDNESDAY
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The word “Amazima” means “truth” in the native Luganda
language and speaks to Amazima’s desire to see lives
transformed, relationships restored, and communities
changed through the truth of Jesus Christ.
CORE VALUE: BIBLICAL TRUTH
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We are servant leaders who strive to love our neighbors
as ourselves. We choose to live and serve according to
the truth found in Scripture. We believe the Bible to be
the inspired, the only infallible, authoritative Word of God.
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Pray for strengthening
of the various academic
departments as they
prepare new content to
engage the students at
home.
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Spiritual growth among our
Amazima team, children,
and families.

Pray for Amazima
Leadership for wisdom
and discernment

as they strive to serve and
love the Amazima students,
families, and staff well.
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Pray for our families
to know that they
are loved and cared
for, despite the
circumstances they are
facing.
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“All Scripture is inspired by God and profitable for
teaching, for reproof, for correction, and for training in
righteousness.” 2 Timothy 3:16
CORE VALUE: BIBLICAL TRUTH

Pray for the many team
members, students, and
families who have lost
loved ones over the last
several months.
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as Amazima Scholarship
Mentors visit and
encourage students and
their families.

Pray for creativity
for the teachers as
they prepare learning
materials to engage
students at home
during the lock down.
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Pray for connection and
a spirit of hopefulness
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SATURDAY

Pray for new staff
at The Amazima
Secondary & Primary
School as they adjust to
life in Jinja, Uganda.

Pray that this time of
lock down would be a
turning point for those
in the community that
don’t know Jesus.

as they walk through the
uncertainty of COVID.

CORE VALUE: BIBLICAL TRUTH

FRIDAY
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Pray for the health and
strengthening of our
staff, students, families,
and communities
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THURSDAY
THURSDAY
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Biblical Truth

Thank you for praying with us this month!

TUESDAY
TUESDAY

30

COR E VALUE:
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Continued provision
of resources
needed to keep our
students engaged at
home.
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30
Pray that the number of
COVID cases decreases
and that all of our
students could be back
on campus together.

“The LORD is near to all who call on him, to all who call on him in truth.” – PSALM 145:18
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“Sanctify them in the truth; your word is truth.”
John 17:17
CORE VALUE: BIBLICAL TRUTH

Visit AMAZIMA.ORG/PRAY for timely requests.

